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Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and lung cancer constitute an 
enormous disease burden in developed countries. Every year, COPD causes more 
than three million deaths worldwide.    Outcomes for lung cancer are the poorest 
of all tumor types, with a five-year survival of 10-20%. Exploring the contributions 
of various proteins involved in these diseases will help in better understanding the 
disease pathogeneses and developing novel treatment strategies.

Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) is a pleiotropic and ubiquitous 
cytokine with multiple properties, such as enzyme, cytokine, and chaperon-like 
activities. MIF was initially found to be associated with inflammatory responses and 
therefore was assigned a role as a proinflammatory cytokine. However, increasing 
evidence demonstrates that MIF influences diverse intra- and extracellular processes 
important for the maintenance of cellular homeostasis, such as promotion of cellular 
survival, antioxidant signaling, and wound repair. D-dopachrome tautomerase (D-DT, 
also referred to as MIF-2) is a structural and functional homolog of MIF, but limited 
information is available about the precise biological function of D-DT.

The research presented in this thesis has focused on studying the roles of MIF family 
proteins in pulmonary diseases, mainly COPD and lung cancer, in the context of lung 
epithelial repair. We investigated if and how D-DT contributes to epithelial repair 
in COPD, and then compared the effects of MIF and D-DT on the function of lung 
epithelial progenitor cells in healthy and COPD tissue. We also developed a MIF-
directed proteolysis targeting chimera (PROTAC) in order to eliminate MIF from 
its cellular protein-protein interaction network and further investigate the biological 
functions of MIF.

In chapter 1, we critically reviewed the findings on membrane receptors and 
intracellular partners of MIF and D-DT and their extra- and intracellular activities. 
Moreover, we illustrated that MIF is a multifaceted protein with detrimental and 
beneficial properties depending on cellular context and various physiological 
conditions and participates in different stages of liver, kidney, lung and brain injury. 
This chapter established the basis for future studies on elucidating the effects of MIF 
and related proteins in different stages of tissue injury. In addition, the cellular origin 
of MIF and D-DT in many diseases is still poorly understood. Thus, novel studies 
using tissue or cell-specific knockout of MIF or D-DT are required to increase our 
understanding of how to target the MIF superfamily proteins in vivo. In chapter 1 
we conclude with outlining new therapeutic concepts that have been introduced for 
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MIF/D-DT-mediated diseases.

In chapter 2, we described different stages of tissue repair and reviewed the dynamics 
of myeloid innate immune cells, including monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, 
fibrocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, mast cells and basophiles in lung tissue repair. 
The data reviewed in this chapter illustrated that myeloid cells are not only leading 
players in tissue repair, but also are essential in the development of pulmonary 
fibrosis. Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, and fibrocytes particularly contribute 
to fibrosis development and may be of interest as targets for novel therapeutic 
interventions.

In chapter 3, we investigated if and how D-DT contributes to epithelial repair in the 
context of COPD. We studied the effects of D-DT on epithelial cell proliferation and 
survival and found that D-DT promotes proliferation of A549 lung epithelial cells 
and also prevented staurosporine-induced apoptosis in A549 cells. In addition, we 
found that anti-apoptotic effects of D-DT were not present when ACKR3 was blocked 
by neutralizing antibodies. Using murine and human lung organoids, we found that 
D-DT treatment resulted in significantly more murine alveolar organoids compared 
to untreated controls and this effect was still present in organoids derived from lung 
tissue of patients with COPD. Taken together, our data shows that D-DT mediates its 
effects via ACKR3 and contributes to alveolar epithelial repair and may thus augment 
lung epithelial repair in COPD.

In chapter 4, we compared the effects of MIF and D-DT on lung epithelial repair. 
We first studied the effects of MIF and D-DT on proliferation of A549 and H441 lung 
alveolar cells and found D-DT promoted proliferation of A549 and H441 cells while 
MIF did not. Furthermore, we found that D-DT treatment resulted in significantly 
more and larger murine alveolar organoids compared to untreated controls, while 
MIF treatment induced significantly fewer. A similar result was observed with human 
organoids derived from lung tissue of control patients and patients with mild COPD. 
Interestingly, in organoids derived from lung tissue of patients with severe COPD, both 
D-DT and MIF treatment resulted in more alveolar organoids. We then identified that 
D-DT contributed to alveolar cells growth and differentiation by affecting epithelial 
cells directly whereas MIF inhibited it by impairing the organoid support capacity of 
fibroblasts. This chapter illustrates that MIF and D-DT have divergent effects on lung 
epithelial repair, but only on cells from control lungs tissue and not from lung tissue 
of patients with severe COPD.
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In chapter 5, we employed a PROTAC strategy as a novel way to degrade intracellular 
MIF. Herein we report the design and characterization of the first potent MIF degrader 
MD13, which provided a DC50 of around 100 nM and induced more than 90% MIF 
degradation at 1µM in A549 non-small cell lung cancer cells. MD13 suppressed 
proliferation of A549 cells by arresting the cell cycle at the G2/M phase. Therefore, 
MD13 may be a potential novel tool in cancer therapy and also a valuable tool for 
exploring intracellular functions of MIF in physiological and pathological conditions. 

In chapter 6, we identified overexpression of ACKR3 as a bypass mechanism 
in EGFR knockout cells. EGFR is important for proliferation of lung cancer cells 
and its deficiency leads to upregulation of ACKR3 to compensate for the loss of 
EGFR function. In turn, rescue of EGFR led to ACKR3 downregulation again. Dual 
inhibition of EGFR and ACKR3 showed synergetic suppression of growth of lung 
cancer cells. We also showed that ACKR3 was highly expressed in adenocarcinoma 
in patient samples. Therefore, dual inhibition of EGFR and ACKR3 may prove to be 
an effective treatment strategy for patients with non-small cell lung cancer.

As we explained in the chapter 7, the work described in this thesis shows MIF and 
its homolog D-DT are associated with COPD and lung cancer. D-DT is not merely a 
backup protein for MIF, but clearly has its own functions, exemplified by its different 
expression pattern in the lung. It is therefore also essential to consider their intricate 
relationship for future therapeutic, diagnostic and prognostic use of MIF and D-DT. In 
addition, our work shows MIF and D-DT have divergent effects on alveolar repair in 
COPD. Therefore, future studies of MIF and related proteins should take the cellular 
context, timing and diverse physiological conditions into careful consideration. 
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